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Abstract: - The two most popular text-messaging systems nowadays are Instant Messaging (IM) and Short 
Messaging System (SMS). IM runs in computers, where SMS runs through mobile phones. Nowadays, there 
are numerous efforts done to merge the functionalities of IM into mobile phone. This is due to the fact that IM 
can provide “presence” of users and less costly. In order to provide the best satisfaction to its users, the mobile 
IM should be able to communicate to multiple IM service providers. In relation to that, this paper presents the 
research conducted to develop a mobile IM named Message Conveying System (MCS) that allows it to enable 
communication with other IM service providers. This was made possible through the implementation of 
Jabber protocol in MCS, which results in its interoperability with other Jabber-based IM service providers. 
The MCS was tested to be successfully run on the mobile phone and communicate with the other two Jabber-
based IM service providers; Psi and Spark.  
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1   Introduction 
Instant Messaging (IM) is a popular communication 
tool used for sending messages via the computer. 
Apart from its nature for chatting among colleagues, 
the use of IM has also been extended to some other 
purposes, for example, as a tool to provide services 
or helps for users [1]. The use of IM has also grown 
incredibly, thanks to the increasing number of 
internet users which surpassed 930 million in 2004 
[2]. As opposed to IM, Short Messaging System 
(SMS) is a text-based tool for sending messages 
using mobile phones. Currently, there are many 
efforts done to merge the functionalities of IM into 
mobile phones. It serves the advantages of using IM 
services without needed to be attached to the 
computer, and provide the “presence” of the users. 
According to [3], IM will have a big impact on 
wireless services and m-commerce applications. 
  To date, there are numerous IM service 
providers available for use, to name a few, AOL and 
Yahoo. Some of these service providers offer mobile 
IM service. However, it is not always possible to use 
IM services between different service providers. 
This would be diverting from users’ expectation that 
are hoping for interoperability. Interoperability 
problem must be handled carefully since it is vital 
for the success of IM [4]. User will only derive 
value from an IM application that is capable of 

universal communication, and interoperability 
would promote the expansion of IM technology into 
a useful application and communication medium 
[5]. Therefore lack of interoperability will cause IM 
to be underutilized. Interoperability has also been 
identified as one of the challenges that hinder the IM 
market. It is also one of the pressing issues that 
currently mobile phone companies need to address 
since service interoperability between service 
providers is the key factor for commercial 
deployment success and revenues [6, 7]. The 
interoperability issues are related to both desktop 
and mobile IM. This research was conducted to 
focus on the issue in the mobile IM. 

One way to solve the interoperability issue 
in mobile IM is by implementing Jabber protocol. 
This is possible because there are a number of 
Jabber IM clients available nowadays, to name a few 
Exodus, Psi and Spark. Jabber is a protocol that 
consists of a set of streaming XML to enable any 
two entities on the Internet to exchange messages 
[8]. Jabber can for example bridge AOL and another 
IM service provider; hence the user can talk to his 
friends who are using applications other than AOL 
[9]. Besides that, Jabber has also being implemented 
in Telebuddies [10], a gaming system that involves 
interactive digital television (iDTV) users and the 
mobile participants. In this project, Jabber protocol 
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enables the data communication between the 
Telebuddies system and the client mobile devices 
assisting the chat communication between all 
heterogeneous participants in the Telebuddies via 
the ubiquitous XMPP protocol.  

Apart from the mobile IM applications, 
there is another technology known as “Push-to-talk” 
that is gaining wide acceptance and attempting to do 
the same; which are discover buddies, and talk to 
them by merely pushing a button like a walkie-
talkie. The basis for “presence” in “Push-to-talk” 
that is provided by several telecommunication 
provider is derived from XMPP [11]. It is designed 
to let the user uses voice communication. In 
contrast, mobile IM is focusing on providing an 
alternative for text communication i.e. SMS. 

The objective of this research is to enable 
interoperability of the Mobile IM application with 
different IM service providers. The IM application 
developed in this research was named Message 
Conveying System (MCS). The mobile phone that is 
installed with MCS is going to be able to 
communicate not only to another mobile phone that 
is installed with the MCS, but also with other IM 
service providers that implement Jabber protocol. 
This paper presents the implementation of Jabber 
protocol in the development of MCS, and the testing 
of its interoperability with different IM service 
providers.  
 
 
2   Related Works 
Many works have been done related to the mobile 
IM and IM interoperability. One of the studies 
showed that mobile IM can improve chat 
spontaneity and response rate. This was achieved 
using Affective Gesture approach in its 
implementation [12]. The study was also done to 
analyze the effect of “presence” on the message 
content. The result of this study showed that the 
“presence” state offered by IM does affect the 
message content sent by the users [13].  Moreover, 
mobile IM’s usage has also been extended to be able 
to interpret sound rather than text. This is especially 
beneficial for those users who are having 
spontaneous interactions with their friends [14]. 

The research was also done to develop mobile 
IM using Jabber. This application serves as a 
wireless-based text chatting system, which provides 
the users with chatting activities using their mobile 
phones [15]. Moreover, there are also some industry 
players coming out with the mobile IM clients. One 
of them is Tipic, which has a product known as 
TipicME to serve as IM client on mobile phone. 

TipicME was developed using XMPP/Jabber 
compatible servers through a wireless proxy [16]. 
Another project that utilizes Jabber is SPADE 
(Smart Python multi-Agent Development Envi-
ronment) [17], a new multiagent-system platform 
that take advantages of the communication model 
based on IM protocol. Communications in SPADE 
that use real-time messaging between applications 
are handled by the assistance of Jabber protocol. The 
proliferation of mobile multimedia-enabled devices 
for real-time communication has also encouraged 
IM to support multimedia interactions. Hence, 
Jabber has been given new enhancements in its 
usage by the development of a new set of 
multimedia extensions such as in Jingle project [18]. 
 
 
3   Methodology 
This paper presents the interoperability of the 
mobile IM application that has been developed, 
which is called MCS. The Jabber protocol was used 
as a protocol in MCS’s implementation, so that it 
could communicate with other MCS in different 
mobile phone as well as other IM service providers 
installed in mobile phone or desktop. 

Having MCS implemented with Jabber 
protocol, it was then installed in a mobile phone for 
testing. Two IM service providers were used in this 
research to test on the interoperability. The two IM 
service providers are Psi and Spark. The Motorola 
SLVR mobile phone was used in this research to test 
the MCS’s operation. However, for the purpose of 
this paper, all the results are shown using Java 
Wireless Toolkit software [19]. 
 
 
4    Application Development 
 
4.1 Jabber Architecture 
Jabber IM uses a standard protocol named 
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol 
(XMPP) [20]. In Jabber environment, the user 
addresses are in the form of user@host. Jabber 
implements a distributed client-server architecture, 
rather than peer-to-peer that is used by some other 
IM applications [8]. Any messages that the user 
sends is sent to the server. This server sends the 
messages to the other server, which then relays them 
to the recipient based on the user address as shown 
in Fig. 1 below. 
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Fig.1. System architecture  
 

The Jabber architecture has been designed 
so that its client is simple enough, and contrarily, all 
the important functionalities reside in its server. The 
server communicates with the clients and other 
servers by exchanging structured data and instant 
messages. This is done using streaming XML 
protocols. It also provides a means for 
interoperability with other commercial IM systems 
[8]. This research takes advantage of Jabber protocol 
in order to enable MCS to communicate with other 
Jabber-based IM service providers. 
 
 
4.2 Structure of Jabber XML Protocol 
Implemented in MCS 
Jabber application, which involves client and server, 
communicates through exchanging XML. Two 
XML streams are involved in the exchange of data, 
one stream delivers the data packet from the client to 
the server, and another delivers the data from the 
server to the client. In this research, MCS was 
developed with the code fragment shown in Fig.2 
for the process of XML exchange between the 
Jabber server and the client. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2. XML exchange between server 
and client. 

 

Then, the application needs to handle the sending of 
messages between two users. This is implemented 
using <message /> element. The code fragment 
in Fig.3 shows the implementation of this element. 
 

<message type='chat' from = 
'ayeen@aslan.net/JabberMCS' 
To='aslan@aslan.net/JabberMCS'> 
<body>Hello!</body> 
</message>

 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Structure of the message element. 
 

Jabber provides Jabber Session Manager 
(JSM) to cater messages regardless of the status of 
the user. The message will be delivered instantly if 
the user is online or otherwise, it will be stored and 
delivered when the user comes online.  

Another element that is implemented in the 
development of MCS is <iq /> element. It 
manages the conversation between any two users, as 
well as allowing them to pass XML-formatted 
queries and respond accordingly. The code fragment 
in Fig.4 shows the implementation of the <iq /> 
element in the application. 
 
 <stream:stream id='38fd8070' 

from='aslan.net' xml:lang='en' 
xmlns='jabber:client' 
xmlns:stream='http://etherx.jabber.o
rg/streams'> 
<iq to='ayeen@aslan.net/JabberMCS' 
id='s3' type='result'> 
<query xmlns='jabber:iq:roster'> 
<item name='aslan' 
subscription='both' 
jid='aslan@aslan.net'> 
<group>love</group></item> 
<item name='mfuzze' 
subscription='both' 
jid='mfuzze@aslan.net'> 
<group>love</group></item></query></
iq> 
</stream:stream>

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. Structure of the iq element. 
 
 
5 Results SEND: to='aslan.net' 

SEND: xmlns='jabber:client' 
SEND: 
xmlns:stream='http://etherx.jabber.org/
streams'> 
RECV: <stream:stream 
RECV: 
xmlns:stream='http://etherx.jabber.org/
streams' 
RECV: id=’38fd8070’ 
RECV: xmlns='jabber:client' 
RECV: from='aslan.net'> 
(XML for user session goes here) 
SEND: </stream:stream> 
RECV: </stream:stream> 

There were two Jabber IM service providers used in 
this research for the purpose of testing and 
generating the results. Both applications, Psi and 
Spark were installed in a desktop PC. The MCS was 
installed in the Motorola SLVR mobile phone for 
this testing. However, for the purpose of presenting 
the snapshots in this paper, the Java Wireless 
Toolkit Emulator is used for MCS client. 

In the testing part, the Psi client was 
registered with the nickname “usera”, and MCS 
client as “userc”. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show that the 
“usera” can interact with “userc”. 
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Fig.5. Psi client as “usera” interacts with 

“userc”. 
 

 
Fig.6. “userc” interacts with “usera”. 

 
Fig.7. “userc” interacts with “userb”. 

 
Fig.7 shows the same MCS client is now 

interacting with another client, which is Spark. 
Spark client was registered as “userb”. Fig.8 below 
shows the Spark client and its communication with 
“userc”. 
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Fig.8. Spark client as “userb” interacts with 

“userc”. 
 
 
6   Conclusion 
This paper presents a development of MCS using 
Jabber protocol to enable its interoperability with 
different IM service providers. Two IM service 
providers have been chosen in testing the outcome 
of the research. Those two are Psi and Spark. The 
objective of the research, which is to enable 
interoperability of MCS, has been achieved. MCS 
can also communicate with a few other Jabber IM 
clients like GoogleTalk, Meebo and Exodus. Based 
on the outcome of the research, more research work 
can be done in this area of mobile IM especially in 
engaging Jabber-based IM application like MCS 
with third-party IM solutions such as Yahoo and 
MSN.  
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